We provide a unifying entropy functional and an extremization principle for black holes and black strings in AdS 4 × S 7 and AdS 5 × S 5 with arbitrary rotation and generic electric and magnetic charges. This is done by gluing gravitational blocks, basic building blocks that are directly inspired by the holomorphic blocks appearing in the factorization of supersymmetric partition functions in three and four dimensions. We also provide an explicit realization of the attractor mechanism by identifying the values of the scalar fields at the horizon with the critical points of the entropy functional. We give examples based on dyonic rotating black holes with a twist in AdS 4 × S 7 , rotating black strings in AdS 5 × S 5 , dyonic Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 × S 7 and Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 5 × S 5 . In particular, our entropy functional extends existing results by adding rotation to the twisted black holes in AdS 4 and by adding flavor magnetic charges for the Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 . We also discuss generalizations to higher-dimensional black objects.
1 Introduction
There has been some recent progress in the microscopical explanation of the entropy of BPS AdS black holes, initiated with the counting of microstates for static magnetically charged AdS 4 × S 7 black holes [1] and continued, more recently, with partial counting for electrically charged and rotating black holes in AdS 5 × S 5 [2] [3] [4] . These results have been extended to other compactifications and other dimensions. The microscopic counting is achieved by computing, using localization, the logarithm log Z(ν I ) of the grand-canonical partition function of the holographically dual field theory, which corresponds either to the topologically twisted index or the superconformal one, and obtaining the entropy via a Legendre transform with respect to a set of chemical potentials ν I . The gravitational counterpart of this computation is usually encoded in an attractor mechanism in the spirit of [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this approach, the black hole entropy is obtained by extremizing an entropy functional I(ν I ) with respect to the horizon value ν I of a set of scalar fields and other modes. For example, the field theory computation for AdS 4 black holes performed in [1] perfectly matches with the attractor mechanism in N = 2 gauged supergravity [9, 10] .
Since not for all black holes the attractor mechanism has been studied and found in supergravity, it is often useful to write directly, using combined field theory and gravity intuition, an entropy functional I(ν I ) that reproduces the entropy of existing black holes. This approach was successfully used for electrically charged and rotating AdS 5 × S 5 black holes in [11] , where it has been shown that the entropy functional has the remarkably simple form in terms of chemical potentials ∆ a , a = 1, 2, 3, and ω i , i = 1, 2, conjugated, respectively, to the electric charges Q a and angular momenta J i ,
with the constraint ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 + ∆ 3 + ω 1 + ω 2 = 1, where N is the number of colors of the dual N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. This result has been used in the later developments [2] [3] [4] . Entropy functional for other electrically charged and rotating black holes in diverse dimensions has been later found in [12, 13] and, in some cases, successfully compared to quantum field theory expectations, at least in particular limits. These entropy functionals can be also obtained by computing the zero-temperature limit of the on-shell action of a class of supersymmetric but nonextremal Euclidean black holes [2, 14] . In this paper we provide a (field theory inspired) unifying entropy functional for spherical black holes and strings in AdS 4 ×S 7 and AdS 5 ×S 5 with arbitrary rotation and generic electric and magnetic charges. These include dyonic rotating black holes with a twist in AdS 4 × S 7 [9, [15] [16] [17] , rotating black strings in AdS 5 × S 5 [18, 19] , dyonic Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 × S 7 [20, 21] and Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 5 × S 5 [22, 23] . In order to give a unifying picture it is convenient to use a four-dimensional point of view. All the above mentioned black objects can be dimensionally reduced to give four-dimensional rotating black hole solutions of an N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to vector multiplets that can be studied using the methods in [17, 21] . The relevant gauged supergravity arises as a consistent truncation of type IIB or M-theory and it is completely specified by a prepotential F(X Λ ) and a set of gauging, or Fayet-Iliopoulos parameters, {g Λ , g Λ }.
Our main result is the following. Consider a black hole with magnetic and electric charges encoded in the symplectic vector {p Λ , q Λ } and angular momentum J . 1 The cor-responding entropy functional is given by
where χ Λ and ω are the chemical potentials conjugated to q Λ and J , respectively. The entropy functional is obtained by gluing a quantity that we dub gravitational block
For black holes that are topologically twisted in four dimensions we use the A-gluing X Λ (1) = χ Λ − iω p Λ , ω (1) = ω ,
while for the others we use the identity gluing (id -gluing) (1) = ω , X Λ (2) = χ Λ + iω p Λ , ω (2) = ω .
(1.5)
The functional I must be extremized with respect to the chemical potentials χ Λ and ω conjugated to q Λ and J , respectively, and subject to a constraint that depends on the model. Details of the model, type of gluing and constraint are explicitly given in the following table for all the above mentioned black holes:
Black object Gluing Constraint F(X Λ )
AdS 5 BS A-gluing g Λ χ Λ = 2 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 0 KN-AdS 4 id -gluing g Λ χ Λ − iω = 2 2i √ X 0 X 1 X 2 X 3
KN-AdS 5
A-gluing g Λ χ Λ − iω tanh(δ) = 2 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 0 Table 1 : In this table, mAdS 4 refers to magnetically charged black holes in AdS 4 with a twist, BS=black strings and KN=Kerr-Newman. All the black objects in AdS 5 are considered after dimensional reduction to four dimensions. The prepotential and gaugings can be read off from the existing consistent truncations of AdS 4 × S 7 and AdS 5 × S 5 . The gaugings are purely electric. In suitable normalizations we can set g Λ = 1 for AdS 4 black holes, g Λ = {0, 1, 1, 1} for AdS 5 BS and g Λ = √ 2{cosh(δ), 1, 1, 1} for KN-AdS 5 . The extra parameter δ appearing in KN-AdS 5 is an artifact of dimensional reduction and its role is explained in section 5. Notice that KN black holes have no twist in five dimensions but acquire one upon dimensional reduction to four. straints among the remaining conserved quantities. These constraints are reflected in the constraints among chemical potentials.
Figure 1. Gluing gravitational blocks
The previous construction gives an explicit realization of the attractor mechanism. The extremal value of the functional I reproduces the entropy of the black hole
, (1.6) and, as we will show, the extremal values of the quantities X Λ (1) and X Λ (2) can be identified with the values of the supergravity sections X Λ at the South pole (SP) and the North pole (NP) of the sphere in the near horizon region. From this point of view, we can associate the two gravitational blocks entering in the gluing to the SP and NP of the sphere. This is in the spirit of previous formulations with rotation [17, 24] .
The entropy functional I reproduces all the known results in the literature and generalizes them. In particular, the functional with an A-gluing correctly reduces for ω = 0 to the standard attractor mechanism for static black holes with horizon geometry AdS 2 × S 2 [9, 10] for an arbitrary prepotential F. Indeed, in the limit ω → 0, (1.2) becomes
where, as usual, F Λ ≡ ∂ χ Λ F. This is equivalent to the attractor mechanism [9, 10]
once we choose the convenient gauge g Λ X Λ = 2 and we identify X Λ = χ Λ . 2 The quantity I also correctly reproduces the entropy functional (1.1) for Kerr-Newman AdS 5 × S 5 black holes and the analogous one for Kerr-Newman AdS 4 × S 7 black holes, as we discuss in sections 4 and 5. Furthermore, our entropy functional (1.2) extends these known results to the case of rotating twisted black holes in AdS 4 and to the case of Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 with flavor magnetic charges. The entropy functional for rotating black strings in AdS 5 was already discussed in [19] and inspired this investigation.
Our gravitational construction is inspired and closely related to the construction of three-dimensional supersymmetric partition functions by gluing holomorphic blocks [25] . 3 In this context, most of the three-dimensional supersymmetric partition functions, and in particular the topologically twisted index and the superconformal one, can be written by gluing two holomorphic blocks according to the formula
Here, the holomorphic block, B α (∆ Λ |ω), depends on the chemical potentials ∆ Λ for global symmetries and the equivariant parameter ω, as well as on a choice of Bethe vacuum for the two-dimensional theory obtained by reducing the theory on a circle. In applications to holography, we typically work in a saddle point approximation where one Bethe vacuum dominates the sum (1.9). In this context, our gravitational blocks are holographically dual to holomorphic blocks in the Cardy limit (see e.g. [25, (2.22) ] and [35, (F.15) 
where W(x, ∆ Λ ) is the effective twisted superpotential of the two-dimensional theory and the Bethe vacua x α are its critical points. It has been shown indeed in [36, 37] that, upon the identification of ∆ Λ with X Λ , and up to normalizations, the twisted superpotential evaluated on the Bethe vacuum which is relevant for holography 4 can be identified with the supergravity prepotential
for all the theories that we discuss in this paper. The analogy can be pushed further. As discussed in section 2 and 3, the gravitational A-gluing (1.4) precisely corresponds to the field theory gluing used for the topologically twisted index [33] . The identity gluing (1.5) is not exactly identical to the one used for the superconformal index [33] . However, the identification (1.11) is valid for a particular range of the complex variables ∆ Λ that is not always respected by the field theory gluing. We expect that, taking into account the necessary redefinitions, the physics of the two gluings is the same. It is not impossible that there is an alternative and more clever way of rewriting (1.5). It would be interesting to derive our entropy functional from field theory. In particular, it is natural to conjecture that the large N limit of the Legendre transform of the logarithm of the relevant topologically twisted index or superconformal index is given by the functional I, either in full generality or in suitable limits. Many partial checks of this already exist in the literature. 5 We see that our functional seems to arise from a saddle point approximation of (1.9) and it would be interesting to make this statement more precise. The ω → 0 limit of (1.9) has been analyzed in [35] and shown to reproduce the Bethe ansatz formula that has been used to derive the entropy functional for static black holes in mAdS 4 . Unfortunately, a field theory computation for rotating black holes in mAdS 4 is still missing. On the other hand, the entropy functional for rotating black strings in AdS 5 has been derived explicitly from the topologically twisted index in [19] and it would be interesting to rederive the same result from (1.9). Our result suggests that the very crude Cardy approximation (1.10) gives the right result also for finite ω, at least in the large N limit. Finally, a similar but slightly different approach based on factorization of partition functions has been used to derive the entropy of Kerr-Newman AdS 4 black holes without magnetic charges in the Cardy limit in [42] and it would be interesting to extend it to other cases as well. 6 Our entropy functional can be generalized to black objects in six and seven dimensions, including Kerr-Newman black holes [20, 44, 45] and magnetically charged twisted black objects [18, 46] in the AdS 6 × w S 4 background of massive type IIA supergravity [47] and in AdS 7 × S 4 . The structure of the higher-dimensional gravitational blocks is discussed in section 6.
As a final note, we observe that the entropy functional (1.2) is strongly suggesting that some equivariant localization is at work in gravity. We will comment more on this in the discussion section.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the general class of rotating black holes in AdS 4 with non-vanishing magnetic charge for the R-symmetry found in [17] . In section 3 we discuss the rotating black strings in AdS 5 found in [19] and their reduction to four dimensions. In section 4 we discuss the case of Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 with magnetic charges for the flavor symmetries found in [21] . In section 5 we discuss the case of Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 5 × S 5 [22, 23] and their reduction to four dimensions, generalizing [11] . For all these examples we show that the extremization of the entropy functional (1.2) reproduces the entropy and that the values of the sections X Λ at the NP and SP of the sphere are directly related to the gluing quantities (1.4) and (1.5) evaluated at the critical point of I. In particular, this provides general analytical formulae for the critical point of the functional (1.2) that would be difficult to find with other methods. In section 6 we discuss the natural generalization of our construction to higher dimensions. We conclude with discussion and outlook in section 7. Appendix A contains some technical aspects of the relevant N = 2 gauged supergravity and the black hole solutions of [17, 21] . Appendix B contains an example of our techniques applied to asymptotically flat black holes in four dimensions.
Rotating black holes in mAdS 4
We first look at rotating black holes in AdS 4 with non-vanishing magnetic charge for the R-symmetry and near horizon AdS 2 × w S 2 [17] . The entropy of this class of black holes is supposed to be reproduced by the refined topologically twisted index of the holographically dual field theory on S 2 ω × S 1 [32] . These solutions admit a static limit, originally found in [9] in the purely magnetic case and in [15, 16] in the dyonic case. The non-vanishing magnetic charge means that the solutions are only asymptotically locally AdS 4 , and the particular asymptotic spacetime was dubbed magnetic AdS 4 or just mAdS 4 in [48] . This amounts to a partial topological A-twist on the two-sphere in the boundary field theory [49] , so that some supersymmetry is preserved.
From the start we commit ourselves to the so-called magnetic STU model of fourdimensional U(1) gauged supergravity. It admits an embedding in the maximal SO (8) gauged supergravity in four dimensions and a further uplift on S 7 to eleven-dimensional supergravity [50] . The dual field theory is ABJM [51] , and in the absence of rotation this particular model provided the first successful microscopic counting for asymptotically AdS black holes [1] .
The magnetic STU model is characterized by a prepotential
together with a purely electric gauging
We further choose to set g = 1, thus fixing the AdS 4 scale l 2 AdS 4 = 1/2. See appendix A.1 for a summary of the main features of four-dimensional N = 2 supergravity and the notations we employ for symplectic vectors and the quartic invariant I 4 we that will use in the following.
We are interested in the solution of [17, sect. 5] , particularly in the near horizon geometry and attractor mechanism for the scalars. The full solution is characterized uniquely by the symplectic vector of gauging parameters G introduced above, the conserved angular momentum J , and the symplectic vector of conserved electromagnetic charges
The twisting condition imposes the following relation between the magnetic charges,
All the relevant quantities can be expressed in terms of the quartic invariant
The full solution for the metric, gauge fields and scalars is summarized in appendix A.2 and depends on the symplectic vector H 0 and the extra parameter j, which are then related to J , Γ, G via the attractor equations (A.18) and (A. 19 ). The solution for H 0 and j can be explicitly found in [17, sect. 5] .
The main quantity of interest, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, reads
where we defined 7) in agreement with Θ and F 2 in [1, app. A]. In the case of vanishing electric charges, Γ = {p Λ ; 0},
while in general when q Λ = 0 the explicit expressions are rather long and not particularly illuminating. The chemical potential w conjugate to the angular momentum [17] is given by
(2.9)
We will first look at the general attractor mechanism predicted from the gluing procedure.
After that we will describe the solution for the symplectic sections X Λ at the near horizon, initially in a simplified setting with reduced number of charges and then in general.
Attractor mechanism
From here on we use a "field theoretical normalization" for the magnetic charges p Λ = −2p Λ , that allows for a better comparison with existing literature [1, 41] . The twisting condition (2.4) becomes
corresponding to the fact that the superpotential of ABJM [51] has R-charge two.
In a model with a topological twist, we need to use the A-gluing (1.4) that, in the new normalization, reads 11) and the constraint on chemical potentials is
where we have set g Λ = 1. The entropy functional is then given by (1.2):
and we introduced a Lagrange multiplier to enforce the constraint on chemical potentials (2.12) . Note that due to the presence of a square root there are sign ambiguities to take into account when performing the extremization. They correspond to different branches in the parameter space of the black hole solution. Notice that not all solutions that lead to a positive value for I correspond to regular black holes. One should also check that there are no other singularities in the metric and this may restrict the range of the allowed conserved charges. This analysis can be only done case by case. We first state the general result. The attractor mechanism works as follows. The values of the sections at the SP (θ = 0) and the NP (θ = π) of the sphere are given by
whereχ andω are the critical points of the functional (2.13). We see that the values of the sections can be identified with the critical values of the gluing quantities X Λ (σ) as
Moreover, we find that
The entropy functional (2.13) generalizes the known result for static black holes, J = 0, by taking the limit ω → 0, 7
.
(2.18)
This is precisely the result obtained in [1, 41] upon identifying the variables ∆ Λ used in [1, 41] with πχ Λ . In order to compare with field theory one also needs to use
The purely magnetic T 3 model
The T 3 model is obtained by setting 20) and, similarly, for the magnetic fluxes
while here for simplicity we set the electric charges to zero. Therefore,
The values of the sections X 0 (θ) and X 1 (θ) = X 2 (θ) = X 3 (θ) at the horizon can be computed using (A.17) and when specified to the NP (θ = π) and SP (θ = 0) read
where we need to take p < 0 in order to find regular black hole solutions, and the angular momentum is constrained in the range |J | < √ Θ/4. 8 7 Here we have taken the negative determination for the square root that is the one leading to regular black hole solutions [1] . We inherit from [17] an unfortunate choice of sign for the prepotential that leads to ambiguities in the comparison with the literature and we apologize to the reader for that. 8 More generally, in the full STU model with vanishing electric charges, the regions of positivity for p 1,2,3 where regular black holes exist were determined in [1, app. A] and the rotation is bounded above,
In the most general case with electric charges one again requires positive scalars and Θ > 0 with the same bound on J , but due to the big number of free parameters the regions of positivity are much harder to determine and we have not pursued this here.
We have then checked numerically that the values of the sections at the SP and the NP of the sphere are given by
whereχ andω = −2w are the critical points of the functional I mAdS 4 (p, χ, ω) in (2.13). We have also checked that the critical value of the entropy functional reproduces the entropy (2.6) of the rotating black holes
where again, just as in the static case, one has to take the negative determination for the square root in I mAdS 4 . Notice the supergravity attractor mechanism provides general analytic formulae for the critical point of the functional (2.13) that are very difficult to find by a direct extremization.
The general case
In the general case there are at most six free parameters p 1,2,3 , J , q 1,2 , since the electric charges are constrained by the requirement that there are no NUT charges, see (A.16). One needs indeed to ensure that
The second constraint gives a linear constraint that can be easily solved by q 0 = −(q 1 + q 2 + q 3 ) while the first constraint gives a more complicated cubic relation among charges. The general expressions in the case of arbitrary charges are much more involved, but one can check numerically that the black hole entropy is still given by the critical value of I mAdS 4 (p Λ , χ Λ , ω). (2.24) holds in full generality as well.
In the static case J = 0 there is a microscopic counting of the entropy using field theory methods that identifies π 4G (4) N E(p Λ ,χ Λ , 0) with the logarithm of the topologically twisted index of ABJM [1, 41] . An analogous computation for rotating black holes would involve the refined topologically twisted index defined in [32] and is still missing. As already mentioned in the introduction, our result suggests that the Cardy approximation (1.10) is actually exact and gives the right result also for finite ω, at least in the large N limit.
Rotating black strings in AdS 5
Our next example comes from the recently spelled out solutions of rotating AdS 5 black strings with near horizon BTZ× w S 2 [19] . Just like our previous example, the solutions we discuss here preserve supersymmetry by a twist on S 2 and admit a static limit. The static solutions, with only magnetic charges, were originally found and understood as holographic RG flows across dimensions in [18] . In particular, we have a flow from a UV four-dimensional N = 1 theory compactified on S 2 to a two-dimensional (0, 2) theory in the IR whose exact central charges can be obtained employing c-extremization [18, 52] . Due to the 4D/5D connection [53, 54] between solutions in gauged supergravity, one can also understand these AdS 5 black strings as four-dimensional black holes in an asymptotically runaway spacetime [55] and exploiting the relation also add electric charges [56] . Following [37] , the refined topologically twisted indices [32] of N = 1 quiver gauge theories on S 2 ω ×T 2 dual to rotating AdS 5 strings were recently computed in [19] in the Cardy limit giving a microscopic derivation of the entropy of this class of solutions.
Consider the electric STU model in four dimensions. It is related to the five-dimensional gauged STU model via the 4D/5D connection and thus it also admits an embedding in maximal SO(6) gauged supergravity in five dimensions. A further uplift on S 5 gives a solution of type IIB supergravity in ten dimensions [50] . The holographically dual field theory is therefore SU(N ) N = 4 SYM.
The electric STU model is characterized by a prepotential
and we have the purely electric gauging coming from the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the five-dimensional theory
We set g = 1 for simplicity. The symplectic vector of electromagnetic charges in this case reads
with the twisting condition
The condition p 0 = 0 stems from the fact that a compactification down to four dimensions along the length of the black string does not introduce any magnetic charge. The quartic invariant for the electric STU model can be written as
where the second row vanishes in the present case. Again, the solution can be completely described in terms of j and H 0 that are uniquely fixed by the symplectic vectors G, Γ , as well as the angular momentum J as summarized in appendix A.2. The explicit solution for j and H 0 can be found in [19] . In order to have a regular solution with a vanishing NUT charge we further require that, see (A.16),
We then find the following expression for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the fourdimensional black holes,
where we used
The chemical potential conjugate to the angular momentum is also given by (A.20),
Finally, the sections in the near horizon region are found to be
Attractor mechanism
Since the theory is still topologically twisted in four dimensions, we need to use again the A-gluing (1.4):
where we used the "field theory" magnetic charges p Λ = −2p Λ . There are only three non-vanishing magnetic charges and they satisfy corresponding to the fact that the superpotential of N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) has R-charge two. The entropy functional (1.2) is given by
Here, we introduced the Lagrange multiplier λ to enforce the constraint on the chemical potentials. Notice that we can also write
As a difference with the mAdS 4 black holes of section 2, here the Taylor series expansion of the entropy functional (1.2) truncates at order O(ω 2 ) since the prepotential is cubic in the variables X 1 , X 2 and X 3 associated with nonzero magnetic charges.
As it has already been checked in [19] , the attractor mechanism works perfectly. The values of the sections at the SP (θ = 0) and the NP (θ = π) are given by
whereχ andω = −2w are the critical points of the functional I AdS 5 BS (p i , χ Λ , ω). Moreover,
In order to compare with [19] we need the redefinitions
We note also the holographic relations
In [19] the functional E AdS 5 BS (3.14) was explicitly derived as the logarithm of the refined topologically twisted index of N = 4 SYM in the Cardy limit, thus providing a microscopic explanation of the entropy of the four-dimensional black holes discussed in this section.
Kerr-Newman-AdS 4
Now let us we focus on the dyonic Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 with vanishing magnetic charge for the R-symmetry [21] , whose entropy is supposed to be reproduced by the generalized superconformal index of the holographically dual field theory on S 2 × S 1 [57] . Due to the vanishing magnetic flux for the R-symmetry, the asymptotic spacetime in this case is global AdS 4 and thus full superconformal symmetry is preserved at the boundary. However, we allow for magnetic fluxes for the extra flavor symmetries that are coming from the additional U(1) vector multiplets in the supergravity model. These additional fluxes break half of the supersymmetries at the boundary, in accordance with the generalized superconformal index.
We again consider the magnetic STU model with an uplift on S 7 to eleven dimensions. The model is specified by the prepotential
and the purely electric gauging
We again set g = 1, fixing the AdS 4 length scale l 2 AdS 4 = 1/2. The charge vector reads
with the same quartic invariant as in (2.5) and with the constraint that the R-symmetry magnetic flux vanishes,
The equations governing the solution, and consequently the solutions themselves, are much more involved in this case than for the twisted cases of the previous two sections. However, conceptually one again finds that the solution is entirely fixed by the symplectic vectors G and Γ . Note that the angular momentum J in this case is never vanishing and is also uniquely fixed in terms of the electromagnetic charges. The near horizon solution is summarized in appendix A.3 and fixed in terms of the symplectic vector C, which by the algebraic attractor equations depends on the charges, see (A.29). Unfortunately, in this case we cannot present in full generality a formula that gives C in terms of G and Γ , but one can always write down a complete solution in terms of auxiliary parameters entering C and then express all physical quantities in terms of them. A very general solution, corresponding to four independent electric and one independent magnetic charge, can be written by the following parameterization of the vector C,
5)
This form of C already satisfies the regularity constraints, see (A. 28) , and contains five out of the maximally allowed six independent parameters satisfying these conditions. It contains the purely electric KN-AdS 4 in the general STU model [20, 21] , the general dyonic X 0 X 1 model [21] , as well as more general solutions. The values of the conserved charges, the sections and the macroscopic entropy can be determined in terms of the parameters α, β Λ in (4.5) via the formulae given in appendix A.3. We first turn to the gluing formula and then check explicitly that it correctly predicts the attractor mechanism in several special cases of particular interest, therefore showing the general validity of the gluing procedure. We choose not to present explicitly the most general allowed solution for C since expressions soon become very cumbersome.
Attractor mechanism
Since there is no topological twist, we use the identity gluing (1.5):
where we use again the notation p Λ = −2p Λ . The entropy functional (1.2) is given by
and, as usual, we have introduced the constraint 3 Λ=0 χ Λ − iω = 2 through a Lagrange multiplier. As in section 2, due to the presence of a square root there are sign ambiguities when performing the extremization. They correspond to different branches in the range of parameters, i.e. conserved charges, for the black hole solution.
The attractor mechanism in this case works as follows. For a suitable choice of determination of the square root in (4.8) , the values of the sections at the SP (θ = 0) and the NP (θ = π) are related to the critical points of the functional I KN-AdS 4 (p Λ , χ Λ , ω) by
for Λ = 0, . . . , 3. Notice that here the values of the sections can be identified with the critical values of the gluing quantities X Λ (σ) up to a complex conjugate
, Λ = 0, . . . , 3 . 
The purely electric STU model
We first consider the case with p = 0, corresponding to the Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 4 originally found in [20] for pairwise equal charges and generalized to arbitrary charges in [21] . We can set the magnetic charges to zero by choosing α = 0 in (4.5), as one can check from (A.29).
In the case with p = 0 we recover the entropy functional discussed in [13] E eKN-AdS 4 (χ Λ , ω) = −4i
and we further retrieve
at the critical point, which satisfies (4.11). This can be compared with [13, (2.20) ] using the following dictionary,
(4.14)
Explicitly, in the notations of [13] we have
where we used (2.19) to translate G
N into N . A microscopic explanation for the entropy functional (4.15) was provided recently in [42] by evaluating the three-dimensional superconformal index of ABJM and related theories. 9 The method in [42] does not use explicitly the holomorphic block picture (1.9) but a closely related approach, which also uses the factorization of the partition function. It indeed involves the gluing of two vortex generating functions, according to the same rules valid for holomorphic blocks. The field theory identity gluing uses
and looks superficially different from the gravitational one (1.5). However, the Cardy and large N limit of the vortex partition functions in [42] are taken along particular directions in the complex plane of the chemical potentials and the final result is the same as (4.15). 10 The main difficulty in comparing the gravitational and field theory identity gluing is that the known field theory computations use asymptotic expansions of special functions that are valid in a particular region in the complex plane. Typically, the field theory identity gluing does not respect them and therefore further redefinitions of parameters are necessary.
4.3
The dyonic X 0 X 1 model
The truncation is specified by the following identification of the sections and the charges
where the last relation guarantees (4.4). From here on we set p 0 ≡ −p. The attractor equations (A.29) then read
which can be easily solved for (α, β 1 , β 2 ). The angular momentum is given by (A.30), and can be easily rewritten as
Notice that there are only three independent parameters in this model, and the angular momentum can be expressed in terms of the other charges. Finally the entropy is given by (A.31), 11
where we take the branch of solutions considered in [21] , i.e. q 0,1 > 0.
The horizon values of the sections at the SP and NP of the sphere can be computed from (A.27). They read
(4.21)
Our E-functional reduces to that of [21, Eq. (1)] in this case, i.e.
where we chose to work with the negative determination for the square roots in (4.8), which correctly reproduces the branch of solutions we are looking at. Recall that, p 0 = p 2 = −p 1 = −p 3 = −p and p = −2p. We thus need to extremize
under the constraint
The extremization equations read
(4.25)
The critical points are then given bȳ 26) and the value of the entropy functional (4.23) at its critical point is found to be
(4.27) Although not immediately obvious from this expression, upon using the constraint (4.19) and taking the solution that leads to a real positive entropy, one obtains S X 0 X 1 BH (p, q 0 , q 1 , J ) = I X 0 X 1 (p,χ 0 ,ω) .
(4.28)
The general case
We can also consider the entropy functional (4.7) in the general case of taking the symplectic vector C in (4.5) without further simplifications. The resulting formulae for the conserved charges Γ in terms of the parameters (α, β Λ ), as well as subsequent expressions for the sections and entropy, are not really presentable and offer no specific insight. We have checked numerically that the expected relations (4.9) and (4.11) hold once again, for a suitable choice of determination of the square root in (4.8), letting us to conclude the proposed attractor mechanism is valid in full generality for these solutions.
A field theory explanation for the entropy functional (4.7) for generic magnetic charges is still missing. It would be interesting to provide it using (1.9) or the factorization method of [13] .
Kerr-Newman-AdS 5
Our last example deals with the Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 5 . The five-dimensional solutions in minimal gauged supergravity were first found in [22] and generalized to two rotations in [58] . The most general solutions of the STU model were then spelled out in [23] . The near horizon geometry is a fibration of AdS 2 over a non-homogeneously squashed three-sphere [59] . The holographically dual four-dimensional boundary theory remains superconformal in this case. Various results have been obtained recently in evaluating the superconformal index of the dual field theory on S 3 × S 1 [60, 61] in various limits and matching the answer to the macroscopic entropy [2] [3] [4] . 12 For our present purposes we shall consider the 4D/5D connection, as done in [11] . In this case in order to preserve supersymmetry one is led to do a more general Scherk-Schwarz reduction [70, 71] and supersymmetry in the lower-dimensional theory is thus preserved with a partial topological A-twist on the S 2 inside the original S 3 . From a fourdimensional perspective the KN-AdS 5 black holes therefore fit in the class of solutions of [17] of rotating attractors with a twist.
We consider the electric STU model with prepotential
and purely electric gauging coming from the Scherk-Schwarz reduction [11, 17] 
We set g = √ 2. The dimensional reduction of the black hole in [23] to four dimensions was already performed in [17] . The set of four-dimensional electromagnetic charges
can be written in terms of the variables µ i and Ξ a,b appearing in the original solution [23] as [17] 
and
(5.5)
For a lighter notation we defined
Notice that the angle along which we reduce in the solution of [23] has period 4π cosh(δ). As already mentioned, the reduction along the Hopf fibre of S 3 introduces a magnetic charge p 0 . The theory is thus topologically twisted with the twisting condition
The quartic invariant is again given by (3.5) and the main features of the solution are summarized in appendix A.2. The four-dimensional near horizon solution for the parameters j, H 0 is spelled out in [17, sect. 4.3.2] . In terms of the variables δ and µ i , the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is given by
where we defined The angular momentum in four dimensions is given by
and its corresponding chemical potential reads
We can also write down the symplectic sections at the near horizon region if we further use the definition
At the NP and SP of the sphere (θ = π and θ = 0, respectively), we find
We also obtain 16) and
Remarkably, they satisfy the constraint
Attractor mechanism
Since from the four-dimensional point of view the theory is topologically twisted, we need to use the A-gluing (1.4): 19) where, to keep the same notations as before, we define p Λ = −2p Λ . This gives the Efunctional
(5.20)
The entropy functional (1.2) is given by 
The values of the sections at the SP and the NP are then given by the usual attractor relations
(5.24)
Notice that we have a dependence on the parameter δ, which is related to the conserved charges in five dimensions, in the gaugings and in the constraint that the chemical potentials fulfill. This is an artifact of the dimensional reduction, in order to obtain a consistent supersymmetric four-dimensional solution. We nevertheless see that the gluing procedure nicely works at the formal level.
Comparison with the five-dimensional entropy functional
The entropy functional (5.21) is equivalent to the functional for KN-AdS 5 black holes found by [11] in a different basis. In (5.21) the Legendre transform is done with respect to a four-dimensional basis of charges. The latter and the corresponding chemical potentials are related to the natural five-dimensional ones by a linear redefinition involving δ.
The entropy functional found in [11] is given in (1.1) . Reinstating the five-dimensional Newton's constant, we can write it as
where we used the holographic dictionary
The five-dimensional charges used in [11] are related to the four-dimensional conserved charges by 13
(5.27) 13 In order to compare with [11, (4.18) ] one has to set δ = 0, J = 0 here, that corresponds to KN-AdS 5 black holes with equal angular momenta (J 1 = J 2 ), and therefore a static black hole in four dimensions. Moreover, g here = √ 2 while g there = 1. This leads to the following redefinition of four-dimensional charges:
We see that the entropy functional (5.21) matches precisely with the one presented in [11] , upon the identification
(5.28)
Generalization to higher dimensions
We expect that our construction can be extended to other dimensions. We give few examples here leaving a detailed analysis for a later publication [72] . The gravitational blocks in higher dimensions are of the form
where ω i are chemical potentials associated with rotations. We can also see them as equivariant parameters associated to the independent rotational symmetries of the solutions, which we assume to be the maximal ones in each dimension (two, two and three, respectively).
Five dimensions
Let us first consider the five-dimensional picture. For KN-AdS 5 black holes with near horizon region AdS 2 × w S 3 , and rotating black strings in AdS 5 with near horizon BTZ× w S 2 we use F 5D (X Λ ) = X 1 X 2 X 3 . (6.2)
From the gravitational point of view we glue two copies of D 2 × S 1 , where D 2 is a disk. It is easy to see that, with suitable redefinition of variables, the entropy functional (1.1) for KN-AdS 5 can be obtained by gluing the two copies into an S 3 with the identifications
while the entropy functional (3.14) for rotating black strings an be obtained by gluing the two copies into an S 2 × S 1 , where the S 1 lies inside BTZ, with the identifications
The partition functions of the holographically dual field theories are obtained by gluing copies of the D 2 × T 2 partition function, the four-dimensional holomorphic blocks. The latter have the expansion
where ω 1 is the equivariant parameter on D 2 . Moreover, in a Cardy limit associated with the torus T 2 , the twisted superpotential of N = 4 SYM reads [37, (3.23) ]
Here β = −2πiτ where τ is the modulus of the torus. 14 By identifying ∆ Λ with X Λ and β with ω 2 , it is not hard to recognize in the exponent of (6.5) the expression of the five-dimensional gravitational block B 5D . The gluing (6.4) precisely corresponds to the field theory gluing used for the topologically twisted index in [33] . As in four dimensions, the gluing (6.3) is superficially different from the S-gluing used in field theory [33] , 15 but we again expect to have the same physical effect in the saddle point approximation. It would be interesting to relate the two more directly.
Six dimensions
Let us now consider the six-dimensional point of view. We consider here black holes in the AdS 6 × w S 4 background of massive type IIA supergravity [47] . For KN-AdS 6 [44] , mAdS 6 [46, 75] and possible rotating generalizations with near horizon AdS 2 × w M 4 , where the manifold M 4 is either S 4 or toric Kähler, we should use 16
The structure of five-dimensional supersymmetric partition functions and their decomposition in terms of holomorphic blocks are not fully understood. It was argued in [76, 77] that the effective Seiberg-Witten prepotential should play the role of the twisted superpotential for three-and four-dimensional field theories. The expression (6.7) is precisely the critical value of the Seiberg-Witten prepotential of the dual field theory in the large N limit, see [76, (3.71) ]. A natural conjecture inspired by [27, 76, 78, 79] is that we need a gluing of the form
where χ E (M 4 ) denotes the Euler characteristic of M 4 . The contributions are associated to the NP and SP of S 4 and to the fixed points under the torus action for a toric manifold M 4 in the spirit of [27] . The entropy functional for Kerr-Newman black holes in AdS 6 was found in [13, (3.15 )] and it is given by
where Q is the electric charge and J i , i = 1, 2, are the two angular momenta of the solution.
∆ and ω i are, respectively, the chemical potentials conjugate to these conserved charges.
Notice that only one of the two possible electric charges is turned on in the solution [44] . The entropy functional (6.9) fits in our general formalism by simply identity gluing the two gravitational blocks B 6D as follows:
This leads to
that, up to a normalization, can be clearly mapped to (6.9) upon identifying χ 1 = χ 2 ≡ ∆.
Another interesting example is the class of static mAdS 6 black holes found in [46, 75] . The entropy functional of this class of black holes when the near horizon geometry is AdS 2 × M 4 , with M 4 being a Kähler-Einstein manifold, reads [46, (6.8) ]
where p 1 + p 2 = 2κ if the metric is normalized as R µν = κg µν . We now show that we can reproduce the above entropy functional by gluing six-dimensional gravitational blocks. Unfortunately, there are no regular black hole solutions with manifolds M 4 of positive curvature [46] , as one can see by extremizing (6.12). Nevertheless, it makes sense to consider all kind of horizons because we want to reproduce the functional form of I smAdS 6 (p I , ∆ I ), independently of whether it has acceptable critical points or not. Let us then focus on the case where M 4 is the complex projective space P 2 , that is a toric manifold also. Denote the generators of the (C * ) 2 action on the tangent space at the three fixed points P (l) by ω 1,(l) , ω 2,(l) with l = 1, 2, 3. Since χ E (P 2 ) = 3 we should fuse three copies of B 6D into each other using the higher-dimensional A-gluing as follows (see [76, Example. 2.1] ):
with 15) which is, up to a normalization, (6.12) upon identifying χ I with ∆ I . We can also consider the case of M 4 = S 2 × S 2 . 17 The entropy functional reads [46, (5.10) ]
where s I , t I are the magnetic charges on the two S 2 and they satisfy the quantization conditions s 1 + s 2 = 2 and t 1 + t 2 = 2. This result has been also derive from field theory using the topologically twisted index of the dual five-dimensional N = 1 theory on S 2 × S 2 × S 1 in [76] . 18 The above functional can be easily obtained by gluing four copies, since χ E (S 2 × S 2 ) = 4, of six-dimensional gravitational blocks as follows: 
19)
17 Also in this case, no static mAdS 6 black hole exists with this horizon topology. There are solutions with horizon Σ g1 × Σ g2 , where Σ g denotes a Riemann surface of genus g, whenever g 1 > 1 or g 2 > 1. 18 This is the USp(2N ) gauge theory with N f fundamental flavors and an antisymmetric matter field, which has a five-dimensional UV fixed point with enhanced E N f +1 global symmetry [80] . The holographic dictionary reads [81] , G
which is, up to a normalization, (6.16) upon identifying ∆ I with χ I . We expect the existence of other static and rotating six-dimensional black holes with two isometries and positive real entropy. Our discussion leads to a prediction for the entropy of these objects.
Seven dimensions
Let us finally consider the seven-dimensional perspective. For KN-AdS 7 [20, 45] with near horizon AdS 2 × w S 5 , AdS 7 black strings [18] and possible rotating generalizations with near horizon BTZ× w M 4 we should use (cf. [12, (1.4) ] and [76, (3.22) 
(6.20)
It is easy to see that the entropy functionals found in [12] and [76] for KN-AdS 7 and AdS 7 black strings, respectively, can be obtained by gluing blocks of this form.
In principle, rotating black holes in mAdS 6 , KN-AdS 6 black holes, rotating AdS 7 black strings, and KN-AdS 7 black holes can be all studied in F(4) gauged supergravity coupled to vector multiplets [82, 83] using a six-dimensional point of view. For example, after Scherk-Schwarz reduction along the Hopf fiber of S 5 the near horizon of KN-AdS 7 becomes AdS 2 × w P 2 and the six-dimensional black hole becomes topologically twisted. We would then expect to recover the entropy functional for KN-AdS 7 by gluing three sixdimensional gravitational blocks B 6D associated to the fixed points of the toric action on P 2 according to (6.8) . It would be interesting to provide a unifying description of all six-and seven-dimensional black objects using six-dimensional supergravity. This would be in the spirit of the analysis that we have performed in this paper for four-and five-dimensional black objects.
We hope to have given a glimpse of how higher-dimensional gravitational blocks work. We will give more details elsewhere [72] . Notice that, besides recovering known results, our discussion leads to a prediction for the entropy of many rotating higher-dimensional black objects that are still to be found.
Discussion and outlook
In this paper we provided a general entropy functional that can accommodate all known supersymmetric black holes in AdS 4 × S 7 and AdS 5 × S 5 and we proposed a generalization to higher dimensions. Our construction is based on the gluing of gravitational blocks B(X Λ (σ) , ω (σ) ) that is inspired by a field theoretic analogue, the gluing of holomorphic blocks. As already said many times it would be very interesting to make this analogy more precise, especially because a field theory explanation of some of these results is still missing.
We would also like to stress that there already exist two purely gravitational developments expected to give rise to the same construction. First, Sen's entropy function based on a partially off-shell way of evaluating the supergravity action in the near horizon region of extremal black holes [8] can in principle be defined for the rotating black holes we consider here. Previous formulations with rotation [17, 24] indeed show that Sen's entropy function gets two distinct contributions from the NP and SP of the sphere. However, this construction makes use of real fugacities and is not immediately suited to take into account the constrained Legendre transform of the asymptotically AdS solutions that in general requires complex parameters. Second, the evaluation of the Euclidean on-shell action at the asymptotic boundary of AdS spaces using holographic renormalization is also expected to agree with the entropy functional [14] . In particular, it was recently shown [84] in minimal supergravity that the on-shell action "localizes" on isolated fixed points of the supersymmetric Killing vector. 19 Since the leading number of degrees of freedom of the black holes is contained within the horizon (known colloquially as the lack of black hole hair), the asymptotic and the near horizon supergravity actions should agree. We therefore expect a suitable generalization of Sen's entropy function with rotation [17, 24] to complex fugacities to agree with a suitable generalization of the "localization of the action" of [84] to non-minimal supergravity, the final answer being given here (1.2) .
One can also expect that all these results could follow from an equivariant localization in supergravity along the lines of [85, 86] . The entropy functional (1.2) is indeed strongly suggesting an underlying fixed point formula. Our proposal for a six-dimensional generalization (6.8) is also directly inspired by an equivariant localization computation in field theory.
There are also many other directions for future investigations. First of all, it would be interesting to consider examples of black objects whose holographically dual SCFT has less supersymmetry. In particular, there exist static mAdS 4 ×S 6 black holes in mIIA supergravity [87, 88] whose effective prepotential reads [89, (1. 2)]
where c is the dyonic gauging parameter. The entropy of these black holes has been derived recently in [89] [90] [91] via evaluating the topologically twisted of the holographically dual field theory [92] . It would be interesting to find rotating generalization of these black holes and check if our proposal for the attractor mechanism also works in this case. Second, we notice that our discussion, while focused on AdS 4 black holes, has applications also to asymptotically flat black holes. In particular, the gluing procedure and the associated attractor mechanism can be applied also to black holes in Mink 4 . We provide an explicit example in appendix B.
We should also note that black holes in gauged supergravity can exist with more exotic horizon topologies, such as higher genus Riemann surfaces or non-compact hyperbolic space in four dimensions [93] , and a large number of distinct possibilities when going to higher dimensions. Adding rotation is not possible in every case, but typically the non-compact horizons do allow for non-vanishing angular momentum. It would be interesting to extend our findings here to all theses cases as well.
Finally, we can wonder if the gravitational blocks play a bigger role in supergravity. It is tempting to think that also other supersymmetric observables in gauged supergravity can be evaluated with the help of the building block B(X Λ (σ) , ω (σ) ), and maybe not just for asymptotically locally AdS backgrounds as appendix B suggests. Moreover, recalling also that in some cases thermal black holes have been found to follow from a one derivative BPS-like equations [94] [95] [96] , one might hope to generalize the gravitational blocks to nonsupersymmetric cases.
We hope to report more on all these topics in the future.
This needs to be done while simultaneously symplectically rotating a number of other quantities in the theory, such as the gauging parameters
and the scalars repackaged in special coordinates called symplectic section,
The "lower" part of the symplectic section, F Λ , can often be derived from the so-called prepotential F(X) by a partial derivative with respect to X Λ . The prepotential is a homogeneous function of degree 2 of the "upper" section X Λ . In the above formula, K is the so-called Kähler potential that specifies the metric on the scalar manifold. Note that V is uniquely specified by the physical scalars up to a local U(1) transformation. Conversely, one may always recover the physical scalars by the choice t i = X i /X 0 , i = 1, . . . , n V . Inner products of symplectic vectors are denoted by triangle brackets and are naturally defined to be symplectic invariant, e.g.
The section V is then subject to the following constraint,
This fixes the Kähler potential K and consequently the metric on the scalar manifold from the choice of prepotential F(X). For a complete set of special geometry identities and notations see [97] . A typical example for prepotentials and symplectic rotation is given by the so-called cubic prepotential
with c ijk completely symmetric. Upon symplectic rotation of the vector V, one can transform the cubic prepotential into a square root one,
where the precise form of the symplectic transformation and the relation between the constant tensorsĉ ijk and c ijk , as well as between X Λ andX Λ can be found in [98] . Additionally, the scalar manifold resulting from these prepotentials is symmetric provided the tensors c,ĉ satisfy an extra identity, see e.g. [17] . In the main body of this paper we are naturally interested only in string theory embeddings [50] and therefore look at the STU model with non-vanishing c 123 = 1 =ĉ 123 and permutations, such that the scalar manifold is the space [SU(1, 1)/U(1)] 3 . The Lagrangian and supersymmetry variations (and consequently the set of solutions) can be formulated in a manifestly covariant way using the symplectic vectors and their inner products, if one further makes use of the existence of a rank-4 symplectic tensor t M N P Q in the special case of symmetric scalar manifolds [99, 100] . The symplectic tensor t is also completely symmetric and it is model-dependent, i.e. fixed for a given prepotential F. In the examples of the cubic and square root prepotentials above, the symplectic tensor t is explicitly given in terms of the tensors c,ĉ. Upon contraction of this tensor with four different symplectic vectors, e.g. Γ 1,2,3,4 , one defines the so-called quartic invariant form I 4 as
where the generalized symplectic indices in the above formula run over both upper and lower Λ indices in the previous equations. One standardly defines the quartic invariant of a single symplectic vector I 4 (Γ ) with a different symmetry factor,
It is also convenient to define as a symplectic vector the first derivative of the quartic invariant,
where Ω M N is the inverse of the symplectic form Ω M N . Higher order derivatives and further identities coming from inner products of the quartic invariant with different symplectic vectors can be found in [101] and [16] . We note a particularly useful identity following from the properties of the symplectic section V,
Finally, let us note that the equations presented in the following two subsections, governing the rotating black holes with and without a twist, can be equally successfully applied to the cases of the general prepotentials (A.6)-(A.7). In the main body of this paper we were driven by holography to choose particular string theory embeddings. However, we are confident that the gluing prescription of table 1 can be applied to arbitrary symmetric models in order to determine the corresponding entropy functionals for different black objects.
A.2 Rotating black holes with a twist
Here we are interested in the class of rotating black holes with a twist found in [17] . In particular, we focus solely on the near horizon geometry. We summarize the main ingredients and repeat the attractor equations that determines explicitly all the quantities.
Specializing to spherical topology, we can start with the twisting condition that reads
where we already made use of the formalism described above and the symplectic vectors for gauging G and electromagnetic charge Γ . The metric in the near horizon region is of the form
Additionally,
such that the symplectic vector H 0 , together with the extra parameter j specify completely the metric. In the above formulae we already assumed a vanishing NUT charge and the absence of conical singularities near the poles, which further imposes
The symplectic sections at the horizon, after a suitable gauge choice, are given by
Ultimately, the solution is uniquely fixed in terms of the conserved electromagnetic charges Γ and the angular momentum J from the attractor equations
that can be used to determine the parameter j and the vector H 0 . The allowed conserved charges are however constrained not only by the twisting condition (A.22) but also by the constraints (A.16) that decrease the parameter space of charges for regular black holes. 20 It is also useful to define the real chemical potential conjugate to the angular momentum J as in [17] ,
Finally, the quantity of main interest here is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, reads 
A.3 Rotating black holes with no twist
Here instead we focus on the class of black holes without a twist, i.e. the Kerr-Newmanbranch recently found in [21] . Again, we focus purely on the near horizon geometry and the attractor equations that determine fully the solution.
In contrast to the twisting condition in the previous case, (A.22), in the present case we have G, Γ = 0 .
(A.22)
The near horizon metric is given by The remaining quantities ∆(θ) and ω 0 can also be determined uniquely from the vector C, see [21] . Without going to further details, we note the constraints G, C = 0 , I 4 (G), I 4 (C) = 0 , We should note that the explicit form of the attractor equations makes it hard to invert in general the vector C in terms of the conserved charges, but a solution can anyway be completely written down. Finally, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is given by 
B Rotating black holes in flat space
In a slight digression from the main topic of black holes in AdS, here we discuss the case of asymptotically flat four-dimensional rotating black holes. More precisely, these are the so-called underrotating solutions in [102] , which consist of extremal non-supersymmetric black holes in ungauged supergravity. When seen as solutions of gauged supergravity with vanishing scalar potential, their near horizon geometry however does preserve 2 real supercharges, see [103] , and falls inside the general class of rotating horizons with a twist discussed above. Here we show that the attractor mechanism following from the gluing of gravitational blocks holds in full generality for these solutions as well, even if a dual three-dimensional field theory description is lacking and thus the analogy with holomorphic blocks is missing. As discussed at more length in [17] , Minkowski asymptotics in gauged supergravity can be obtained in an arbitrary symmetric cubic model, but here for simplicity we stick to the choice in the main sections, i.e. the electric STU model F(X Λ ) = X 1 X 2 X 3 X 0 , (B.1) and we have the purely electric gauging with a single non-vanishing entry G = {g Λ ; g 0 , g i } , g 0 ≡ g , g Λ = g i = 0 . (B.2)
We set g = 1 for further simplicity, but note that here g is not related to the asymptotic length scale (which is of course non-existent in flat space) and therefore one can genuinely consider it as a free parameter, e.g. coming from a Scherk-Schwarz reduction and further string theory embeddings [104] . We can keep a general vector of electromagnetic charges
with the twisting condition fixing p 0 = −1 .
(B.4)
The full quartic invariant for the electric STU model can again be found in (3.5) . For completeness, since the explicit general formulae use different conventions in the original references, we give the complete near horizon solution here including the auxiliary parameters j, H 0 described in appendix A.2. We first ensure that the NUT charge is vanishing, fixing one of the electric charges in the solution, e.g.
We then find the solution
The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is given by The near horizon values of the sections, evaluated at the North and South poles of the sphere, can be most concisely written as follows:
X Λ SP − X Λ NP = −2wp Λ , Λ = 0, . . . , 3 , X 0 SP + X 0 NP = 2i ,
(B.10)
B.1 Attractor mechanism
The black hole preserves supersymmetry with a topological twist and therefore we need to use the A-gluing, X Λ (1) = χ Λ − i ω p Λ , ω (1) = ω ,
The constraint on chemical potentials is given by
The entropy functional then reads (1.2):
(B.14) where for brevity we already used explicitly the constraint for the chemical potential (B.12) and the twisting condition p 0 = −1.
As expected, the proposed attractor mechanism works perfectly. The values of the sections at the SP (θ = 0) and the NP (θ = π) are given by 
